TRANSPERFECT LEGAL SOLUTIONS
E-DISCOVERY SERVICES: The Multilingual Solution for Managing ESI
For over 16 years,
TLS has provided end-to-end
litigation support to the world’s top
legal professionals.

Why TLS?
Combining superior
technology with unrivaled
client service, we can create
tailored business solutions that
will complement your workflow
and streamline the
discovery process.

The TLS Solution to E-Discovery
At TransPerfect Legal Solutions (TLS), we meet our clients’ needs for an efficient,
cost-effective e-discovery plan by leveraging our knowledge of their operations,
preferences, and requirements to create customized business solutions. Our skilled
ESI specialists have a deep understanding of the nuances of the e-discovery process
on both a local and global scale. From data collection to document production,
TLS is the single solution for all of your e-discovery needs.

Our Service Offerings Include:
n

n
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“TransPerfect has conducted hundreds of

projects for Weil Gotshal and consistently
exceeds our expectations with respect to both
accuracy and turnaround time. The broad
range of legal support services they offer
makes them a valued partner to our firm.”

n

Data Acquisition and Forensics: Our forensic team will meticulously identify
and analyze the relevant digital evidence and forensically acquire the data using
proven imaging procedures.
ESI Processing: TLS utilizes industry-leading e-discovery tools that process data
to match even the most complex specifications. Whether in-house or on-site, TLS
can process and quickly turn around large amounts of data in over 100 languages.
Early Case Assessment: Our state-of-the-art early case assessment tools
significantly accelerate due diligence, providing attorneys with early visibility
into case facts and rapid reviewing, tagging, and exporting capabilities.
Web-Based Hosting and Review: TLS offers technological solutions that allow
attorneys to host, review, and cull down large document sets for litigation,
including our proprietary online review tool, Case Interactive.

– Weil Gotshal & Manges LLP

Partnering With You
At TLS, our commitment to quality means that we take special care with your electronic evidence. We are trusted by every Global 100 and Am Law 200 firm, as well as
virtually every Fortune 500 company. These organizations trust TLS because we focus
on the time-tested principles of good business: high-quality services combined with
superior client support.
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